Company Presentation

Where the world meets

Nice to “MEETYOO”
ᐩ

Software made in Germany since 1999

ᐩ

International ofﬁces in Berlin, Mannheim,
New York, and Singapore with over 150
employees

ᐩ

Daily hosting of around 20,000 hours of
digital events and conferences in more
than 80 countries

ᐩ

1,000,000 users on our virtual platform

ᐩ

Digital solutions which are cost-effective
and reduce our clients’ environmental
footprint

ᐩ

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 - TÜV* seal of
approval for the highest standards in
information security

ᐩ

Fully GDPR compliant award winning
software
*TÜVs are internationally active, independent service companies from
Germany and Austria that test, inspect, and certify technical systems, facilities
and objects of all kinds in order to minimize risks and assess security
measures.
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Product Feature Overview
EDITOR
Premium
Managed Service for
Create your virtual event space
Virtual
Events
within
minutes.
+ Dedicated sales consultations and
Customizable templates for
project +management
event
environments
+ Large-scale
digital
events for up to
+ Adjustable number of venue
50,000 simultaneous participants
rooms
+ Browser-based: No plug-ins necessary
+ Personalized event layout
+ Fully-customizable and unique event
+ Space for sponsor logos
environments
+ Include branding & Corporate
+ Auditoriums
with presentations,
Identity
real-time polling, and Q&As
+ Virtual exhibitor areas feat. interactive
booths including digital content, and
text and video chats
+ Breakout sessions and VIP areas
+ Digital networking and gamiﬁcation
+ Spaces for brand and sponsor highlights
+ Comprehensive reports, lead scoring
(reporting API)
+ Easily accessible platform with SSO
+ On-demand event archivation

EDITOR
Self-Service Digital Event Toolbox
+ Straightforward virtual event creation
within minutes
+ “What you see is what you get”
standardized feature selection
+ Browser-based: No plug-ins or
additional downloads necessary
+ Customizable virtual entrance area
+ Logo and banner spaces for partners
and sponsors
+ Auditoriums and multimedia libraries for
content
+ Digital exhibitor booths featuring
company information and product
details
+ Interactive chats and video calls
+ Attractive subscription model: Unlimited
events for active subscribers
+ Standard reports with general user data
+ On-demand event archivation

Professional
Managed
Service
Create your
virtual event
space
Webcasts
within minutes.
+ Support by experienced webcast
+ Customizable
managers
who can alsotemplates
moderatefor
event environments
+ Video, webcam or audio webcast
+ Adjustable number of venue
streams on a dedicated platform
rooms
+ Logo and CI integration
+ Personalized event layout
+ Optional
or video
+ presentation
Space for sponsor
logos
integration
+ Include branding & Corporate
+ Browser-based:
IdentityNo plug-ins or
additional downloads necessary
+ Adjustable display and slide sizes
+ Optimal reach with support for large
audiences
+ High-quality streaming and webcast
recordings
+ Optional studio production and hybrid
event streams
+ Easy access: One-click login and SSO
+ White-label option
+ On-demand archivation
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Event Solutions: Comparison and Pricing
FEATURES
Live streaming

✔

✔

Webcam only

✔

Logos and CI colors

✔

✔

✔

✔

100% custom designs

✔

-

–

–

Virtual venue

Templates or custom

Predeﬁned templates

–

Virtual booths

Templates or custom

Predeﬁned templates

–

Event creation

Managed service

Self-service

–

✔

✔

EU-GDPR compliance

✔

✔

SERVICE & SUPPORT
Platform support

✔

Email only

✔

Project management

✔

–

✔

20,000 €

10,000€

850€

PRICING
Starting price

Per event/project

12 months, unlimited
events

1 hour, 1,000
participants
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Premium virtual events for all occasions
VIRTUAL EVENTS
The managed-service solution with a
designated project manager who
supports clients every step of the way.
Enjoyable event experiences with an
intuitive UI on all devices
100% individual event environments
with corporate design integration
Customizable virtual booths, auditoriums,
and live chats with other participants,
organizers, and recruiters
Comprehensive, individual reports
Streams of live productions, pre-recorded
videos, or webcasts, and on-demand
availability

HYBRID EVENTS
The ideal digital companion to physical
events that combines the best of both
worlds.
Highly increased event life cycle
Ofﬂine and online audiences (greatly
increased reach)
Pre-event marketing: Registration and
email automation
Simultaneous live streams from all
locations
Possibilities to present exclusive online
guests and share additional content
digitally
On-demand availability, even for on-site
audiences

FIELDS OF APPLICATION: Career Fairs | Town Halls | Congresses | Trade Fairs | Conferences | etc.
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Premium virtual events for all occasions
The cost-effective and environmentally friendly digital event
alternative or add-on for traditional business events.
Increased event life cycle: The digitalisation of events can help
attract a new audience and increase the overall reach, duration and
ultimate ROI of events. The option to go hybrid also opens new
avenues for generating larger audiences and interest.
Interactive engagement: Live text and video chats, surveys,
breakout sessions, and content integration into a multimedia library
are just a few examples of what is possible.
Always available: Event visitors can decide whether they want to
attend live or explore the on-demand version at a later time. It is
also possible to watch part of the event live and catch up on the
rest at another point.
Stress-free: Starting with a detailed sales consultation and
followed by expert project management, clients do not have to
worry about anything besides envisioning their event. Additionally,
The stable software is complemented by ﬂawless technical
support.

Unmatched ﬂexibility: Numerous integration options and export
of event data into CRMs is possible. A large selection of
customizable features (e.g. participant searches with adjustable
criteria, rallys, lead scoring).
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If you can imagine it,
we can design it.
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Jump in and create your own event
MEETYOO Go is the perfect toolkit for customers who want to create their own event and include exhibitor and sponsor logos as well as their own
branding. The audience experience can be maximized at an attractive cost. This self-service solution reduces feedback loops and allows users to build
and edit their event themselves. The online format leverages the increased reach and demand generation capabilities of digital events.

EDITOR

CONTENT

LEAD EDITOR
GENERATION

USEREDITOR
ACTIVATION

Create your virtual event
space within minutes.

Attract visitors and engage
with your audience.

Network
Create and
yourengage
virtual without
event
space
the need
within
to minutes.
travel.

Utilize
Create
reports
your virtual
to analyze
event
and
space
process
within
user
minutes.
data.

+ Customizable templates
templates for
for
event environments
environments
+ Adjustable number
number of
of
venue rooms
standard
venue rooms
+ Personalized event
event layout
layout
+ within
Space for
template
sponsor
boundaries
logos
+ Spaces
Include for
branding
sponsor
& logos
+ Included
Corporatebranding
Identity &
corporate identity

+ Live & pre-recorded
webcam video streams
+ Straightforward webcast
backend for speakers allows
users to manage all streams
+ Coming soon: Audience
engagement with Q&As
and live polls

+ Customizable
Partially customizable
templates
booth
for
event environments
features
+ Text
Adjustable
and video
number
chatsof
+ Individual
venue rooms
photo avatar
+ upload
Personalized
or stock
event
avatars
layout
+ Documents,
Space for sponsor
links, and
logos
+ videos
Includecan
branding
be shared
&
+ Downloadable
Corporate Identity
reports

+ Customizable
templates
Standard reporting
tools for
event
environments
and visitor
statistics for
+ Adjustable
follow-ups number of
rooms registration
+ venue
Multi-language
+ Personalized
event layout
page (template-based)
+ Space
for sponsor
logos
Automated
reminder
emails
+ Include
branding &
(template-based)
Identity
+ Corporate
Agenda builder
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Choose your template
and create your event.
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Tailor-made webcasts
AUDIO WEBCAST
The simple option which focuses on
the streaming of live or
pre-recorded speaker audio.

WEBCAM WEBCAST

VIDEO WEBCAST

The most common webcast
solution which includes live or
pre-recorded interviews, lectures,
or presentations.

A professional production with
studio-quality audio and video
streams (including on-site support
by our crew).

All of our webcasts include the same interactive features:
Multiple speaker support, live polls, Q&A sessions, presentation integration (including video clips), screen sharing, moderation, and on-demand
availability. Video mixing for on-site and remote productions is also available.

FIELDS OF APPLICATION: Corporate Communications | Sales Presentations | Customer Events | Recruiting | Trainings | etc.
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Tailor-made webcasts
Personalized branding: The user interface can be customised to
suit any CI, including the display of a speaker picture and a short
biography.
Easy access: Participation is possible directly via browser, without
required plug-in installations or additional software. And of course,
the webcasts can also be accessed using mobile devices.
Highly interactive: Webcasts are very engaging due to live polls,
Q&A sessions, surveys and other features.
Maximum reach: Our scalable infrastructure supports large
attendance numbers. The on-demand feature ensures that all
content remains available after the day of the broadcast (if
desired).
Individual reports: Participant statistics, interaction and other KPIs
are summarized in comprehensive reports and made available to
the customers.
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Selected References

“The collaboration with meetyoo was a
pioneering experience rewarding to work on. We
enjoyed the team spirit of meetyoo during the
project, from design to delivery.”
L’Oréal, Talent LAB

“The meetyoo experience has been so exciting
and rewarding to work on. The ﬂexibility from all
sides of the business, when it came to creating a
virtual event that represented who The
University of Adelaide was.”
University of Adelaide, Australia
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Ready for more insights?
We’d love to hear from you.

Contact our experienced consultants
and make an appointment for a free
demo of our platform, booths, and all of
their features.
+49 30 868 710 - 661
sales@meetyoo.com

meetyoo conferencing GmbH | Friedrichstraße 200 | 10117 Berlin | Germany
www.meetyoo.com

